DOGTOWN: THE MUSICAL
WHITEHORSE, YUKON · JUNE 7-12, 2016

Produced by Nakai Theatre and Yukon Circus Society · Created by Roy Ness and Grant Simpson
June 7-9 & 11, 7PM · June 10, 7PM & 10:30PM · June 12, 2PM & 7PM
$25 (June 7 Pay-What-You-Decide Preview) · Whitehorse Waterfront Trolley Roundhouse (1127 Front St)

T

revor the dog. From 2009 until 2012 he had the Yukon in his jaws.
The papers overflowed with pieces about “The Death Row Dog”:
editorials, letters, reports on his latest court battles. His story was
reported across the globe. The Yukon was split between “One more
chance!” and “He must die!”
Dogtown is a tale of abuse and neglect, rescue and rehabilitation, love
and hate, life and death. Dogtown: the Musical by Roy Ness and Grant
Simpson tells Trevor’s story and much more.
It digs deep into the buried bones of the human psyche. Why should
one dog be given a chain that grows into his neck while another is given
a diamond studded collar? Laughs, tears, enlightenment, and you’ll be
humming the songs long after the final curtain.
History of Dogtown’s Development

It was at Nakai Theatre’s 2010 Homegrown Festival that audiences
first experienced the songs that would become the basis for the full
musical, Dogtown. Whitehorse audiences howled with laughter when
they recognized their community being so mercilessly - yet affectionately
- lampooned. Dogtown was the highlight of the festival then and has
been very popular at other stages of development ever since.
A staged reading of Dogtown was presented at Nakai’s 2012 Homegrown Festival, and a workshop production, directed by
Atomic Vaudeville’s Britt Small, was featured in Nakai’s 2013 Pivot Festival. Nakai has commissioned Dogtown three out
of the past four years, and it has been dramaturged by D.D. Kugler at Nakai’s Playlab every year since 2011.
Dogtown is written and composed by local artists, with a production team of Yukon artists, technicians, and producers.
Dogtown embraces local audiences with its story; this is your opportunity to embrace Dogtown by supporting its 2016 production.

BUY TICKETS: MAGNETICNORTHFESTIVAL.CA/DOGTOWN-THE-MUSICAL · FACEBOOK.COM/DOGTOWNMUSICAL
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Message from Elaine Taylor

Message from Larry Bagnell

W

N

elcome to Dogtown: the Musical
co-produced by Nakai Theatre
and the Yukon Circus Society,
and presented with the national
Magnetic North Theatre Festival.

Known for almost 40 years
of cultivating new playwriting
and for its diverse and original
performances, Nakai’s latest
production, Dogtown: the Musical,
is sure to entertain the visiting theatre delegations as well
as engage our local audiences.
On behalf of the Government of Yukon, congratulations to
the performers, organizers and volunteers who work both
on and off the stage to bring exciting alternative theatre
to Yukon audiences.

akai Theatre and the Yukon
Circus Society are once again
bringing us local flair with their
production of Dogtown; the story
of Trevor the Dog. The tale of this
controversial local celebrity from a
few years back promises to bring
audiences a full range of emotions
and songs.

Nakai Theatre has become a local
treasure when it comes to telling and producing home grown
stories and the Yukon Circus Society has been entertaining
Yukoners for years. I have no doubt that Dogtown: the
Musical will be another success.
For those who are visiting Whitehorse for the Magnetic
North Theatre Festival I hope you enjoy this little piece
of the Yukon. With a script by Roy Ness, music by local
musician Grant Simpson, and a Yukon cast and production
staff it’s sure to give you some insight into the strong arts
and culture scene we have here.
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Continued from previous page...
the legions of Dogheads will grow.
Congratulations Roy and Grant!
By Grant Simpson, Composer

I wrote my first “musical” at 18. My
creative writing teacher, Jack Hodgins
had garnered a lot of attention with a
book he wrote titled “The Invention of
the World”. I wrote a complete musical
parody called “The Invention of the World
- the Musical” and it was full of bad jokes
and silly songs. I still remember the look
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Mr. Hodgins gave me after reading my circus arts to the Dogtown table, what
satire of his work. Now thanks to the a treat!
wonderful, talented and very funny
QUALITY PRINTING CENTRE
Roy Ness, I get to experience that type
of look daily.
• Colour, black & white: scanning, plotting & printing
By Claire Ness, Artistic Director of
Yukon Circus Society

S

ince my dad Roy started writing
this brilliant musical, I have been
waiting with bated breath to take part
in this official premiere. And to bring

• Laminating up to 60” wide
• POP displays, banners & decals
• Indoor/outdoor signage & mounting

YES! We now do outdoor signage!
On the corner of 5th & Strickland
411D Strickland Street
Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 2K3
(867) 667-4639
Toll free 1-888-344-4489
info@integraphics.ca

HOT DOG — MEET OUR CAST & CREW

I look forward to another great production!
Elaine Taylor
Minister of Tourism and Culture

Larry Bagnell
MP Yukon
204-204 Black St, Whitehorse YT, Y1A 2M9
larry.bagnell.c1@parl.gc.ca (867) 668-6565

EXTRA EXTRA! WOOF! WOOF! WOOF!

By Roy Ness, Creator

W

‘Dogheads’, a dedicated community of
fans who celebrate Dogtown and their
own doggie lifestyle. They have followed
the development of the show through 2
Homegrown presentations, a workshop
presentation and numerous Dogtown
related public events. They are eager
for a full production.

ay back 25 or 30 thousand years
ago, some wolves started to hang
around the camps of our ancestors. The
more clever of the two species realised
that with time and careful training they
could gain great advantage. Fast forward
to the present and they have the dimmer
species at their beck and call. Those paws
Dogheads never fail to mention “I
with their opposable thumbs are just the remember when all of that Trevor
thing for picking up poo.
business was going on. Exciting times.”
And frequently adding something like,
By David Skelton, Artistic Director of “Feeding my dogs raw meat doesn’t make
me a nutty dog owner does it?”
Nakai Theatre

A

t the 2010 Nakai Homegrown Theatre
Festival Roy Ness (Dogtown’s
playwright) and Grant Simpson
(Dogtown’s composer) presented scenes
from Dogtown: the Musical. While it was
not a whole production of a whole script
the audience was captivated. Me among
them.
Since then, many of those first
audiences at Homegrown have become

“No, of course not.” I say.
“Even if it is llama…?
“Well…”
“In ½ inch cubes…?
“Mmmm…”
“…marinated in coffee infused
Kombucha at 14 degrees Celsius?”
“You should go to Dogtown. You’ll love
it.”

Fawn Fritzen
Chantal / Jingles /
Raven

Selina Heyligers-Hare Shauna Jones
Sarah
Monica / Raven /
Hairdresser

Calvin Laveck
Trevor

Kevin McLachlan
Vet / Crackhead / Hab
Luskie / Raven

Greg Murdoch
Stevey / Raven

Roy Ness
Wolf / Dennis / Von
Rail

Graham Rudge
Raven / Frank
Tucker

Mary Sloan
Marnie / Jean /
Receptionist

Dogtown embraces northern community
in so many other ways besides our canine
love. There we are, our dirty, ridiculous
laundry sagging on the line.
Since the 2010 Homegrown when I
first saw some scenes from Dogtown I
have been a Doghead. Since then I have
been thrilled that Nakai has been able
to support the development of Dogtown
through commissions, workshops and
dramaturgy.
Now, after 6 tantalizing years of
development we will see it produced. And

Kevin Ray
Art / Gord / Fogg

Book by Roy Ness

Costume Designer Alyson Stopps

Music by Grant Simpson

All Vocal & Musical Arrangements by:
Grant Simpson, except:

Lyrics by Roy Ness and Grant Simpson
Director / Choreographer Lynda
Adams
Dramaturgy D.D. Kugler and Lynda
Adams
Music Director Annie Avery
Set and Lighting Designer David
Skelton

Luck of the Draw - arrangement by
Annie Avery and Grant Simpson
If I Had My Way - arrangement by
Olivier de Colombel
Raven Rap - arrangement by Scott
Maynard

Musicians

Annie Avery Keyboard
Katie Avery Violin
Paul Bergman Bass
Patrick Hamilton Drums
Keith Todd Trombone
Production Manager Linda Leon
Stage Manager Samira Rose
Apprentice Assistant Stage Manager
Rebecca Smith
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Assistant Choreographer / Dance
Captain Kevin McLachlan
Circus Coach Claire Ness
Technical Director Martin Nishikawa
Technical Consultant Brendan
Wiklund
Graphic Design Monika Melnychuk
Marketing and Layout Selene
Vakharia
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Sound Technician Scott Maynard

Properties Roy Ness, RP Singh

Pre-Production Assistant Graham
Rudge

Stevey Puppet Builder Rob Pelletier

Set Construction Scott Price, Graham
Rudge, RP Singh, Roy Ness

Production Photographer Christian
Kuntz

Scenic Artists Nicole Bauberger, David
Skelton
Scenic Painters Lea-Ann McNally,
Graham Rudge, RP Singh

MANY TAIL WAGS OF
THANKS
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Video Steve Philp

Guest Photographer Bruce Barrett
Dresser Nicole Murdoch
Administrator Karen Baltgailis

Proud Sponsor Of
Dogtown: The Musical
Our tails aren’t the only
ones wagging in the sky

A special bark out to…

Dogtown: the Musical artists and crew

From spectacular scenery to friendly
and creative people, there’s never a
dull moment in our home territory.
We admire the dedication and talent of all of
those who pursue a life less ordinary, as well
as everyone who helps to make it possible.

Nakai Theatre Season Sponsors: Air North, Northern
Vision Development, Yukon News, What’s Up Yukon, CKRW
Dogtown Sponsors:
Alpha Dog Sponsors: Miles Canyon Historic Railway Society/
Whitehorse Waterfront Trolley and Angela Drainville and
the Roundhouse crew, Northern Vision Development, Air
North

Air North, Yukon’s Airline is proud to be an Alpha
Dog Sponsor for Dogtown: the Musical –
as well as other community events, cultural
performances, arts, and sports across the Yukon.

For up-to-date local news, sports and so much more, subscribe:

whitehorsestar.com

Tail Wagger Sponsors: Whitehorse Star, Frantic Follies
Adorable Mongrel Sponsors: Kilrich Industries Limited,
Fred’s Plumbing and Heating, SMRT POP UPS, Integraphics,
Yukon Brewing, Alpine Bakery, RP Singh, Laura MacFeeters,
Duncan Sinclair, Lea-Ann McNally, Nicole Murdoch,
Christian Kuntz, Bruce Barrett, Steve Philp, Nicole Benneke,
PR Services Ltd., Kobayashi + Zedda Architects / Baked
Cafe, the boards of Nakai Theatre and Yukon Circus Society,
and Roy Ness

Read the Whitehorse Star Online!

What Can We Say
Yukoners Love Their Dogs!
Hattie
is always
willing to
‘Dance!’

Public Funders: Canada Council for the Arts, Yukon
Arts Operating Fund and Yukon Arts Fund, Elaine Taylor,
Minister with support of the Yukon Lottery Commission,
Lotteries Yukon, City of Whitehorse, Canada Summer Jobs.
This project is funded in part by the Government of Canada.
… and a big bow wow welcome and thank you to
Canada’s Magnetic North
Theatre Festival!
Canada’s Magnetic North
Theatre Festival is Canada’s
only national theatre festival.
From June 9-18, the Festival
will bring some of the very best
of contemporary Canadian
theatre and free public events
to stages and venues across
Whitehorse.

Dog:
3 year-old Afghan Hattie

Read the Yukon News for Doggone great coverage of local stories.
The Yukon News is the only publication that is
regularly delivered to the communities.

Owner:
63 year-old Yukoner
Clif Robertson

beer worth freezin’ for

IF YOU WISH TO
ADVERTISE IN OUR
AWARD-WINNING
NEWSPAPER
CONTACT OUR
ADVERTISING TEAM:

proud partner
yukonbeer.com

Send Us Photos of Yukon Dogs and Their People
Photos will appear in the Yukon Transportation Museum’s Dog Culture Display
and they may appear inside What’s Up Yukon!
SUBMISSION DETAILS:
Submit a digital or printed photo, the name of the dog and person, a caption of
15 words or less, and a photo credit to YukonDogs@whatsupyukon.com.
All photos must be a Yukon resident and must be a Yukon dog.
You give permission for YTM and What’s Up Yukon to use your photo in this exhibit
and in marketing. Submitting a photo doesn’t guarantee it will be used.

POP UPS

What’s Up Yukon Proud Sponsor of Nakai Theatre and Dogtown: the Musical

Robin Couch: creeds@yukon-news.com
Kathleen Knight: kathleen@yukon-news.com
Alainnah Whachell: alainnah@yukon-news.com
Or call (867) 667-6285
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DOG DAYS OF SUMMER

Pups hop aboard the trolley for a leisurely ride during Dogtown: the Musical’s Yappy Hour

Photos by Christian Kuntz Photography

I

n May, Dogtown: the Musical and the Miles Canyon Historical Railway
Society partnered to host Yappy Hour. Throughout the evening, dog
lovers and dogs enjoyed delectable treats from local food trucks, musical
interludes from Dogtown performers, and free trolley rides.

SMRT POP UPS is a full service advertising agency. We
help clients dream big, tell their stories, build their
customer base, and create conversations that engage.

We help people fall in
love with your brand.

We organize events that
dazzle and engage.

We reach your customers
online and offline.

We make you look hot.

Want to make your brand shine? Let’s connect.
hello@smrtpopups.com
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TREVOR’S ‘LEASH’ ON LIFE IS EXTENDED TO EARLY OCTOBER
Something has to be done to relocate Trevor, the renowned death row dog, Yukon Supreme Court Justice Ron Veale said this morning.
By Elizabeth Hames on July 5, 2010

S

omething has to be done to relocate
Trevor, the renowned death row dog,
Yukon Supreme Court Justice Ron Veale
said this morning.
The young German shepherd-Rottweiler
made national news and international
gossip last summer after a group of Yukon
citizens tried to save the dog from execution.
Trevor was scheduled for euthanization
after he was turned over to Whitehorse
bylaw officers for biting several people.
The Humane Society Yukon stepped up in
defence of Trevor, claiming to be his rightful
owner, but that gesture resulted in many
days in court and thousands of dollars in
city legal fees.
In May, the humane society approached
the city with its first and only foster plan
proposal, which would have Trevor living in
Burwash Landing
At that time, Veale gave the parties six
weeks to determine whether the Burwash
resident who wants the dog would be an
appropriate foster owner.
The six weeks are now up, but, in court
today, the city requested an adjournment
until Oct. 5, which would give it more time

to consult with groups from the Burwash
area.
Although Veale granted the adjournment,
he said, “Well, you know my thinking on
this. You’re pushing your luck.”
He added that the Trevor proceedings
have taken “a huge amount of time,” and
“something has to be done.”

John Taylor, who was the city’s manager
of bylaw services last summer, has
previously told the Star the city does not
want to export its problem to another
community.
The city has recently reconsidered the last
stipulation and is considering moving the
animal to Burwash Landing.
In the meantime, Trevor will remain at
the Mae Bachur Animal Shelter, where he
has been for about a year.

City lawyer Lori Lavoie said Veale has
been clear he will make his final decision
about Trevor’s fate in the fall.
But tracking down a home for Trevor
has proved no easy task, society president
Gerry Steers has said. Finding someone who
can abide by all the criteria laid out in the
courts is difficult.
Late last year, Shelley Breadnew,
an expert on animal behaviour, was
brought in to assess Trevor’s ability to
be rehabilitated.
She determined he is a dangerous dog,
and will be for the rest of his life, but his
behaviour is manageable.

“Honestly, it’s a long time for an animal to
be in a shelter, and we would like to see him
moved out sooner rather than later,” said
Rachel Westfall, a humane society director.

Printed with permission from The
Whitehorse Star.

Dedicated to improving animal welfare in the Yukon through
education, advocacy, financial assistance, fostering and support!

kona’s junior ambassador program
proudly presents

One way to manage his behaviour was
to draw up a detailed month-by-month
training plan and ensure Trevor is kept
in a specific yard enclosure. He was also
required to live within city limits.

teddi’s kids club contest

we want to motivate kids to improve animal welfare iN their community!
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR CONTEST:
Please visit our website at www.konascoalition.org
email us at konascoalition@gmail.com
call us at 867-334-4224
fax us at 867-456-7558
find us on facebook!
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Local News • Trader Time • Pet Report • Birthday Greetings & Much More!
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Proud Community Event Sponsor!
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Family Entertainment

SHOWS NIGHTLY AT 8:30 P.M.

Listen online @ www.ckrw.com • 96.1FM or 610AM

Doors open at 8:00pm at the Westmark Whitehorse Hotel corner of 2nd & Wood.

SEASON: JUNE 1ST - AUGUST 31ST • Box Office 668-2042
reservations@franticfollies.com • www.franticfollies.com

